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Introduction 

 

I’ve studied strategic planning for over 16 years, and reviewed quite a few in that time. 

In addition, I’ve read an enormous number of books, blogs, and reports and listened to 

many webinars and podcasts.  

Imagine moving beyond trial and error and seizing your advantage when faced with the 

annual strategic planning season. My insights are valuable for any director, CEO or 

manager who is dedicated to continuous improvement and ongoing learning for their 

organisation. While many other books look at the structure of planning, this small book 

uncovers many of the secrets that other consultants won't tell you. 

 

This small treatise is not about creating a strategic planning document. When writing, I 

have assumed that you have engaged in strategic planning and understand the basics. 

For example, you have created your organisational vision statement and determined 

your organisational values. I also assume that you have set objectives. 

This book looks at some of the aspects that many haven’t considered when strategic 

planning. They are aspects which lifts your strategic planning above merely being a 

document to embed a strategic culture into your organisation. Prioritising board and 

management engagement through research and maintaining a strategic focus 

throughout the year are two aspects with which I find many organisations struggle. 

Also, maintaining a focus on, not only financial results, but which financial results are 

important to your organisation and why. 
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I approach strategic planning using the Four Pillars of Planning. 

 
 

In Aspect 1 and Aspect 5, I look at often neglected areas in Pillar 1: Refined Focus for 

Profit Clarity. In Aspect 2, 3 and 4, I discuss improvements in Pillar 4: Board and 

Business Action. In the bonus Aspect, I discuss Strategic Ego and why your 

organisation can’t afford to have one. 

My passion is steering operationally-focused boards and management to strategic 

thinking through improved policy, research-based planning, education and networking. 

With an academic background, I’m a strategic, forward-thinking and generous leader 

who is unafraid to challenge the status quo. I want you to use these ideas. You may also 

want my advice – that’s fantastic too. 

I am sure you will enjoy learning all my insights in this book. If I can help you in any 

other way, please feel free to call me on 0412 241 773 (Australia). There are many other 

resources on my website, www.integratedgovernance.com.au.  

Thank you for your ongoing support. 

Regards, Shayne Leslie  
Principal Consultant, Integrated Governance 

B.Mus, B. Busi Mgt/Psy, Grad-Dip VET, M.Mus, CIVGov, CIVTAE 

0412 241 773 | shayne@integratedgovernance.com.au  

 

1. Refined Focus 
for Profit Clarity    

2. Future 
Orientated Vision 

and Values

3. Establishing 
Strong Roots 

through Strategic 
Objectives

4. Board and 
Business Action
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Aspect 1. Strategic planning is part of 
organisational learning 

Strategy development sits within a wider process of organisational learning. Learning 

from evidence and group experience is an important part of strategy development. 

Research and inquiry into forces greater than us, like technology and social trends, is 

also very important. I call it the Four Quadrant of Focus (people on the inside, people 

on the outside, activities on the inside of the organisation and activities on the outside). 

My definition of strategy is that it is an engagement; a way of learning, a way of 

thinking and a way of connecting our actions today with our vision for the future. A 

strategic leader thinks and acts strategically every day. Ask yourself, “What is the 

strategic purpose of this action, meeting, discussion, proposal, and so forth?” 

It would be nice if every action we planned and enacted resulted in the perfect strategic 

nirvana. Sadly, we know that’s not the case. The result of our ambitious plans may only 

be a portion of what we envisioned. The learning is equally as valuable. 

It’s learning that there are kinks in other systems and processes, or problems in our 

team. It could be we learn more about our economic and operating environment, or the 

need to improve our skills in managing or governing, or creating and interpreting our 

financial information. It could be we’ve not considered key areas of our business, such 

as succession planning or the culture of leadership. 

It’s how we adapt and remain agile to disruptive forces that no one knew where coming.  

A good strategic consultant should be a good researcher and a great teacher. Our job 

isn’t simply to photocopy another client’s plan and pass it off as yours. Our job is to 

capture what you already know, and opportunities or risks you may not be seeing. Not 

just in facilities and operations, which are the easy parts because they’re tangible. It’s 

also the strengths and gaps in the intangible aspects of business; leadership and 

governance, human resources, marketing, technology and community. 

Each annual strategic review builds on your organisation’s knowledge and expertise, 

and this leads us into Aspect 2. Build in the annual review questions. 
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Aspect 2. Build in the annual review questions 

The best organisations are always looking to improve. This means assessing what they 

do, learning from the findings and putting that learning into practice as part of a cycle 

of continuous improvement.  

The thing about exams is it’s not comfortable not knowing what the test questions will 

be. That’s partly why boards and CEOs avoid evaluations. The best solution I have 

found is adding in the review questions into the plan. I use a very simple system, and 

here’s an example – note the link from key activity to review question. 

Objective Area Strategic Human Resources 

Assumption 
We need innovative workforce planning for the changing world 
of work 

Key Activity 
We will review the organisational chart and ensure that there is a 
fit between strategic outcomes and people including planning for 
business growth  

Output 
By December 2016 we will present a revised organisational chart 
and recommendation for new positions to the board to be 
approved in January 2017. 

Impact 
We understand the demands of the future workforce and have 
already begun to minimise our risk in recruiting, retaining and 
rewarding people. 

Review 
How have I ensured there is a fit between strategic outcomes and 
department positions? 

 

One plan I wrote for a large organisation had around 100 review questions. Smaller 

organisations may have 25 questions. To distribute accountability, every member of the 

management team as well as the board are accountable for their answers to all review 

questions come review time.  

You might argue that 100 questions are too many questions to answer! My response is 

that this time given to managers and directors to answer the review questions will help 

them keep on track, critically assess their value to the organisation, and understand 

where there is room for personal improvement.  
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Plus, imagine the insight we gain each year with all those answers! This impacts the 

quality of our organisational learning and embeds the strategic culture.  

Australian Institute of Company Directors (AICD) state in their NFP Performance and 

Governance Study 2016 that performance data is becoming a key strategic asset. 

Qualitative strategy review questions are one way to measure performance, and one 

that is the cheapest and easiest to accomplish if set-up in an effective manner.  

It is interesting to note that in the AICD’s study that out of nearly 1,500 organisations, 

76% of NFP organisations measure Achievement of our strategic goals. 
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Aspect 3. Rules on reporting and monitoring to 
the strategic plan 

The board pack is the key source of information for directors prior to a board meeting. 

The content and quality of board packs are often highlighted as a key area for 

improvement in board evaluations.  

It is not an easy task to balance the provision of information required to make good 

decisions while being conscious of a director’s duties. Directors want to be better 

informed, and this does not necessarily mean they need a greater volume of 

information. They need a better quality of information. When better quality starts at 

the strategic planning stage, it is much more straightforward for directors and 

managers to achieve clarity between the roles of governance and management. 

Content 
Broadly speaking, management reports update the board on conformance to and 

performance of the strategic plan. They give the board, CEO and management team an 

opportunity to reflect on progress, assess actual results to strategically planned actions, 

recognise the achievement of milestones, and ask specific questions. On occasion, the 

strategic report will highlight an out-of-the-ordinary risk of which the board may need 

to be aware.  

The management report is the link between the vision, the business level action and the 

result of that action. It needs to be concise and include proof to build transparency and 

trust.  

Format               
Reports are not the place to get creative. All reports should be formatted the same way. 

For example, same font, font size, stylised headings, bullets, margins with enough space 

for directors to write notes, hard left carriage, and so forth. Word limits are critical.  

Plain English 
Management have a responsibility to report to the plan in plain English. For example, 

you could write: It is important to establish a baseline narrative from your personal 

evaluation of established discourse so you can offer contemporary insights into 
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compelling trends that may affect business during your board tenure. Or, in plain 

English, leaders are readers!  

Bad news in the reports 
While giving good news, reports highlight important barriers, pitfalls and problems. 

For example, the board shouldn’t be put into a position where they assume that a 

complex, technical project is on-time and on-budget when we almost certainly lack 

those god-like powers.  

Monitoring 
Board succession planning is a long process. Therefore, current directors must take 

personal responsibility for raising the standard of their board’s skills by extending their 

own abilities. This includes a culture of inquiry around the board table through reading 

reports, increasing their perspective and asking intelligent questions in the maroon 

triangle in the diagram below (not the blue!). 
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Aspect 4. Ownership and rewards 

An effective method to avoid a lack of buy-in from the team is distribute responsibility 

and the ensuing rewards and recognition. While the CEO may have business oversight 

across the organisation, enacting a strategic plan effectively takes more than one 

person.  

A named and single owner of each strategic objective avoids ambiguity. This will not 

only empower your team to achieve but also reveal any leadership or communication 

issues down the line as they achieve buy-in from their teams. Owners may be the CEO, 

Senior Manager or even the Chair of the Board. 

If you run out of people to assign objectives too, or you’re overloading people, then your 

plan may be too big or the management may be prioritising non-strategic activities.  

On another line or box, add the names of cross-functional leaders who may need to 

provide valuable input and resources. I call this ‘calibration’; it reduces organisational 

silos (and many of the inherent problems with silos). Further, the ability for individuals 

and groups to connect and collaborate within an organisation is a key driver of 

innovation, and naming collaborators clearly highlights the organisation’s cultural 

expectation to foster regular, sustained and quality collaboration and communication 

amongst team members of all levels of seniority. 

Rewarding owners and collaborators who achieve their outcomes and innovation is 

essential if an organisation is to build its innovation capability and hence its value to 

the community. Rewards and recognition, no matter in what form, are a key driver of a 

collaborative and innovative culture. Skimping on rewards and recognition is no 

financial match to the impact of lavish praise. 

Failure, too, should be recognised. Not everything is going to work for a multitude of 

reasons, and the rewards for failure are demonstrating resilience, learning from the 

project and making better decisions in the future. Failure is a lesson in humility which 

provides a good environment for innovation to flourish. Failure shouldn’t be used as a 

weapon, or create a culture of over-competitiveness and sabotage. Handle failure with 

care and it will reward you. 
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Aspect 5. Financial constellations 

Remember in Aspect 1 we discovered that out of nearly 1,500 organisations, 76% of 

NFP organisations measure achievement of our strategic goals? The disturbing 

statistic in this same AICD report is that only a scant 12% measure profitability.  

Australian Institute of Company Directors CEO, John Brogden said Not for Profits 

must aim to be financially strong; “There can be no doubt that NFPs do need to make a 

profit.”  

In Pillar 1: Refined focus for profitability, we discover our organisation’s current and 

historical profitability. In Pillar 3: Establishing strong roots where we set the 

objectives, we must budget for them. I call the budget; the financial expression of the 

strategic plan.  

In Pillar 4: Board and Business Action we need to measure our organisation’s changes 

to profitability compared to our budgeted targets. Good financial executive summaries 

will draw financial patterns together that will show how operational trade is 

performing, how well your assets are working and your overall position compared to 

similar industries. I liken it to the celestial constellations sailors use to navigate the 

open seas.  

Often, the first time I conduct a strategic session with an organisation, we need to 

dedicate an entire objective for board and management to improve their financial 

accountability. I think that’s fantastic, as it means in one year’s time at the review, I will 

have a super switched-on management and board team ready to pull the strategic 

levers they need to grow.  

While I covered these in more detail in my blog post on Financial Constellations, some 

of the key financial targets I like to aim for include: 

Growth 
Growth is a historical view of financial performance illustrating revenue and bottom 

line increases and decreases over time. It can show how fast your organisation is 

expanding, or contracting. If there is no discernible difference year on year, then your 

business is treading water. Add in inflation and net present value, and treading water 

means you will eventually run out of steam!  
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Cash 
Cash at the end of financial year in the cash flow statement tells me how quickly the 

organisation will be able to solve unexpected problems or take advantage of 

opportunities.   

Profitability 
Profitability ratios measure your organisational performance and ultimately indicate 

the level of success of your operations. It is, at its most basic level; for every dollar a 

customer pays you, how much are you keeping?  

Debt and liquidity 
Debt to Assets – or in plain English Owe to Own - indicates the extent to which you can 

meet the all debt obligations from sources other than cash flow and hence remain 

solvent and able to continue to operate. Liquidity ratios tell me if you can pay the bills 

when they fall due.  

Labour | employee benefits expense and wages 
Labour can be a big money drain on operations. It’s a fine balance between getting the 

right level of service, productivity and maintaining profitability.  

Return on Assets 
Return on Assets, and its sister ratio, Return on Investment, indicate how efficiently 

your business is using assets and equity to make a profit.  
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Bonus Aspect: Strategic ego 

There is no room for ego in strategic planning.  

As Ryan Holiday in his book, Ego is the Enemy, says, “Failure and adversity are relative 

and unique to each of us. Almost without exception, this is what life does: it takes our 

plans and dashes them to pieces. Sometimes once, sometimes lots of times.” 

Renowned American football coach, Bill Walsh, in his book, The Score Takes Care of 

Itself, says, “Almost always, your road to victory goes through a place called ‘failure’.”  

We need to accept that failure is a part of planning and push through it. Your 

organisation’s strategy may take two years to yield any decent results. That’s tough, and 

leaders need to develop what Holiday calls a “stoic – even cheerful – resilience. 

Someone who can get by without constant validation.”  

If victory isn’t there for you to bolster your ego as an executive manager, a CEO or a 

director, your ego will want to blame others; blame your team, the recalcitrant board, 

the naïve CEO. This creates a dangerous culture. 

For my clients who are not awash with vast sums of cash, and the region they’re located 

in is going through tough times as well, we often build strategies around doubling-

down on learning; alive time, not passive-waiting-for-death we’ve-always-done-it-this-

way time. The past isn’t coming back, although the ego wants to reassure you that you 

deserve the easy times to return. 

It’s the small stuff that can kill an organisation, like setting the wrong price, a menu 

that’s too complicated to cook, management that are too full of their own ego to realise 

how they look when they ‘lead’, and a director that discloses trade secrets and micro-

manages the CEO’s grammar.  

It can be torture steadily planning for the small stuff when, really, what our ego wants 

to do is build flash venues and buy the latest gear and tell people how awesome we are 

in industry magazines. But it makes us better people, always striving to improve, always 

looking within ourselves to get better – professionally and personally. The thing is, 

doing good, solid work isn’t necessarily going to get you noticed, like your ego wants. 
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When the good times do return, we’ve created a business that is well led and managed, 

and we’ve developed organisational skill sets that are above industry standard.  

That being said, it can be the big stuff that kills an organisation, too. Succumbing to an 

ego and engaging in joint ventures, developments and expensive refurbishments 

without doubling-down on the learning, leadership and understanding profitability 

never ends very well.  

As Holiday says, “…the absolute best you’re capable of – that’s the metric to measure 

yourself against. Anyone can win. But not everyone is the best possible version of 

themselves.” 
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